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DESCRIPTION: 

Inference for incomplete data is  an important research  area in Machine Learning and Statistics due to 

ubiquity of such data in  practice.  Important insight is provided by variational approach which  considers a 

lower bound for interesting parameter, pertaining to a family of functions and then constructs  the estimator 

as the maximiser or  maximal value  of the bound in this family. As such, the method is ideally suited  for  deep 

learning  using   as the family of functions specific family of neural networks. Such approach is successfully 

used e.g. for estimation of mutual information  as well for posterior  probability. 

 The research proposal  focuses on the application of such method for  posterior  probability estimation for 

incomplete  data such as positive unlabelled (PU) data and missing data and studying the properties of  

resulting classifiers. The starting point is application of Varadhan-Donsker  representation and its task. The  

outcoming methods will be applied for text/image annotation and in recommender systems.  The project 

builds upon former  extensive  research experience concerning inference for Positve Unlabelled data of the  

supervisor. 

Candidate should  have M.Sc. in Mathematics, Computer Science or Engineering, be knowledeagble in 

Machine Learning and Statistics, including both its mathematical and  computational  aspects, and possess  

sufficient computing skill to effectively impelment and analyse proposed methods.  Scientific curiosity and  

eagerness to learn are essential. 

 Candidate should contact the author of the proposal before formal submission of documents 

(miel@ipipan.waw.pl). 
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